Betting Rules Terms and Conditions- TopBetta
1.

Glossary of Terms

All-in A betting proposition where no refunds are given for scratching’s or withdrawals regardless of
whether or not a particular runner starts or completes the event on which the bet is placed. This
means that all bets stand, no refunds are payable, and no deduction applies to winning bets.
All Clear means that the racing stewards deem the finishing order of horses is correct, and that bets
can be paid out. It also means that no protest or objection has been made by the connections of any
horse in the race. Also see Correct Weight.
Ante Post "Futures" Betting propositions on events prior to final acceptances.
Australian Tote refers to one of the three Australian totalisator pools. Betting Receipt, "Betting
Ticket" A receipt including a bet ticket number issued on confirmation of a bet placed, and in
accordance with the Racing Rules of Play.
Bet Unit The selected bet amount per combination in a combination bet.
Boxed Exotics All possible combinations outcomes bet on in a combination bet.
Combinations The number of possible of selected runners. "Combination Bet" or "Exotic Bet" A bet
which involves selecting more than one horse in one or more races.
Correct Weight Indicates that the weight allocated by the place-getters has been checked and is
correct. Correct weight must be signalled before bets can be paid out. Also, see All Clear.
Dead Heat Occurs when two or more runners are officially declared to have finished equal. This
applies to both winners and place-getters in a single race.
Deductions A percentage reduction of a fixed odds return due to a scratching.
Exacta A bet where you are required to select the 1st and 2nd horses in correct order.
Exotic Bet See Combination Bet.
Face value of a bet The bet unit multiplied by the odds for a given selection.
Final Acceptances, "Final Field" Official participants (acceptors) nominated to start in the race as
announced by the controlling Race Club of the country in which the race is run.
First Fours "First4" A bet where you are required to select the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th place-getters in
correct order.
Fixed Odds Proprietary odds offered on a betting event, fixed at the time that the bet is placed. This
means that the odds payable on winning bets do not change after the bet has been placed,
regardless of market fluctuations (with the exception of deductions to betting in the event of late
scratching(s), in which case the deductions are as per Deduction Table clause 16).
Fluctuations Changes in the odds offered on a particular runner as the market moves.
Futures See Ante-Post.
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GOAT Mid is the highest paying of Global Tote, or the middle price of NSWTab, SuperTab and Tatts.
GOAT Sup is the highest price derived from the Global Tote or Super Tab.
GOAT SP is the highest price derived from Global Tote or Starting Price.
GOAT Top is the highest paying price derived from the Global Tote, NSWTab, SuperTab or Tatts.
Inquiry Stewards may conduct an inquiry as a result of any incident which may have occurred during
a race.
Late Scratchings "Non-runners", "Scratchings", "Withdrawals" A Horse or greyhound withdrawn
from a race. Horses or greyhounds withdrawn after the commencement of betting are termed "Late
Scratchings".
M/L stands for Morning Line, which is the press estimate of the odds for each horse.
MTP stands for Minutes to Post. As an extra added feature, we include a countdown, telling you how
long it is to go before the start of the next race.
Non-runners See Late Scratchings.
Pre-post bet A fixed odds bet placed after the final field has been declared.
Protest A verbal or written dissent regarding the placings of a particular race, which is made to the
stewards before the all clear is signalled.
Payout Return The gross monetary result of a winning bet.
Place To finish in 1st, 2nd or 3rd in a race dependent on the field size. (In certain selected races,
there will be a 4th place or only a 1st and 2nd place.)
Place Bet A bet placed on a runner to place in a race. Any runner finishing in a place position in a
race.
Price "Odds" The probability offered that an outcome will occur. This is the number by which you
multiply your bet unit to calculate your potential return.
Profit "Winnings" The return of a winning bet, less the bet cost i.e. the net earnings on a bet.
Quadrella A bet where you are required to select the 1st place getter in 4 nominated races.
Quinella A bet where you are required to select the 1st and 2nd place-getters in any order.
Rebate A percentage of the Stake returned to players on losing bets.
Return See Payout.
Runner A horse or greyhound participating in a race.
Scratchings See Late Scratchings.
Selections The horses or greyhounds (runners) chosen as part of the bet placed.
Stake The monetary outlay by the client in placing a bet. This is calculated as the bet unit multiplied
by the number of combinations in a bet.
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TBSP is the last fixed price offered by us (TopBetta)

Tote Betting A bet type in which all stakes are placed into a pool. The dividend is calculated from the
total amount wagered in the pool and the total number if winning tickets after the official race result
is known. Dividends are declared after deductions have been made from the pool.
Trifecta A bet where you are required to select the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place-getters in correct order.
Win To finish 1st in a race. The runner finishing in this position is known as the "Winner".
Win Bet A bet placed on a runner to win in a race.

2.

General betting rules
2.1 Bet Placement and Acceptance
a)
You must be a Member to use the Services.
b)
All bets are placed and received in the Northern Territory, Australia and accordingly all
betting transactions are formed in the Northern Territory, Australia.
c)

Bets will be accepted up to the advertised start time of the Event or such earlier time as
dictated by TopBetta and specified on the Website. If a bet is inadvertently accepted in
respect to an Event after its start time, the bet shall be deemed to have been made
invalidly and will be refunded to you.

d)

If an Event is abandoned or postponed and not completed within 24 hours of its scheduled
completion, all bets you have made will be void and wagers refunded to you, unless
otherwise stated in relation to individual events, as set out below.

e)

When making a bet via the Internet, a bet is accepted when you receive a “confirmation”
message after the bet is processed through the Services, subject at all times to the Terms.
2.2 Bet Amendments and Changes to horse and dog races
With respect to horse and dog races:
a)
(postponed) if a race meeting is postponed, your bet on the postponed meeting is
cancelled;
b)
(scratching) your bets struck after the final field is declared are subject to refunds on
scratched horses, and deductions may apply on remaining runners. The value of the
deduction is determined by the price of the scratched horse as declared by the principal
club.
c)

(late scratching) if a runner is scratched after the final scratching is declared it is deemed
as a late scratching. Placings for that particular race will remain the same, unless the result
of the scratching makes the field four (4) runners or less then the race will automatically
be WIN ONLY and all place bets will be refunded.

d)

(starting time) all interstate and country wagers are strictly subject to time. If your bet is
accepted, but afterwards found to have been taken after the actual starting time, the bet
will be voided and refunded.

e)

(transferred) if a race meeting is transferred from one racecourse to another, all betting
rules will apply as if the meeting were not transferred.
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f)

(four runners) we will only pay WIN ONLY when 4 runners or less start in any race. This is
also the case when there is late scratching that restrict the field to 4, all place bets will be
automatically refunded.
2.3 Bet Amendments and Changes with respect to other events
If a game or match is postponed and subject to clause 9, your bet on the postponed game or
match is cancelled.
2.4 Cancellation of a bet
Once placed and accepted, a bet may not be altered or cancelled except in accordance with the
Terms.
2.5 Maximum bet wins
PLEASE NOTE: TOPBETTA IS A RECREATIONAL WEBSITE AND IS NOT DESIGNED TO CATER FOR
THE PROFESSIONAL PUNTER. WE ARE ABLE TO OFFER FANTASTIC DEALS FOR OUR SOCIAL
PUNTERS, THE FOLLOWING RESTRICTIONS APPLY:
Depending on the product or type of Event you are betting on and depending on the currency
that you are betting in, there are maximum bet wins that apply. These maximum bet wins are
subject to change and may differ between Events.
On any one event, the maximum bet win per event is limited as follows:
a)

b)

c)

d)

Metropolitan horse racing:
i.
Win Betting – To win $50,000 per race
ii.
Place Betting – To win $30,000 per race
iii.

Trifecta and First Four – Maximum win $50,000 per race

iv.

Quinella and Exacta – Maximum win $25,000 per race

v.

Quaddies – Maximum win $50,000

Provincial horse racing and Country horse racing:
i.
Win Betting – To win $25,000 per race
ii.
Place Betting – To win $15,000 per race
iii.

Trifecta and First Four – Maximum win $25,000 per race

iv.
v.

Quinella and Exacta – Maximum win $10,000 per race
Quaddies – Maximum win $20,000

Australian Harness, and Australian Greyhounds
i.
ii.

Win Betting – To win $25,000 per race
Place Betting – To win $15,000 per race

iii.

Trifecta and First Four – Maximum win $15,000 per race

iv.
v.

Quinella and Exacta – Maximum win $10,000 per race
Quaddies – Maximum win $20,000

International racing
i.
Win Betting – To win $15,000 per race
ii.
Place Betting – To win $10,000 per race
iii.

Trifecta and First Four – Maximum win $10,000 per race

iv.
v.

Quinella and Exacta – Maximum win $5,000 per race
Quaddies – Maximum win $20,000
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3.

e)

TopBetta has a maximum daily win for any individual of $50,000. Regardless of the client’s
total winnings for the day the maximum amount an individual can win is $50,000 in any
given 24-hour period.

f)

On any bet type in any location, the payout will not exceed the pool amount for that bet
type at the nominated tote. If the nominated tote doesn't offer the selected bet type or
there is no nominated tote, the Victorian tote declared pool and dividend will apply,
subject to our maximum betting payouts. If there is no Victorian pool then the
Queensland tote declared pool and dividend will apply, subject to our maximum betting
payouts. Where the player's stake is larger than the pool size, the player will receive their
stake back rather than the pool.

g)

All Tournament entries and prizes are unlimited and available to all clients of TopBetta.

Displayed Odds
a)

b)

The TopBetta odds displayed for horse and dog races are totalisator-derived odds based
on the totalisator results as described below. As winnings on totalisator-derived odds
betting are determined by reference to these totalisator results, we are unable to provide
exact odds prior to the close of betting. However, for your benefit, we will provide
indicative odds for events, in the form of a win or a place.
The TopBetta odds, calculated in the manner as set out at clause 3(a) above, are based on
the following tote odds:
•
•
•
•

c)
d)
e)

4.

GOATSP - is the highest price derived from Global Tote or Starting Price
GOATTOP – is the highest price paid from Global Tote or Top Tote
GOATMID –is the highest price paid from Global Tote or Mid Tote
MID - Middle Tote are the odds derived from the 2nd highest (Middle) tote from
the 3 main Australian totalisators which include NSW/Tatts/STab
•
SUP - The equivalent of the Super Tab odds
•
TOP - Top Tote are the odds derived from the highest (TOP) tote from the 3 main
Australian totalisators which include NSW/Tatts/STab
•
BO4 - Best of the 3 Australian totes and Official starting price
•
TBSP - the final fixed price offered by TopBetta.
All TopBetta odds displayed on totalisator-derived odds are indicative only and subject to
change depending on the final dividends from each of the totes and/or APN fluctuations
TopBetta reserves the right to bet back into the above-mentioned totes on any bets that
have been placed by clients on its site.
The TopBetta odds displayed for the football codes are fixed price odds. Fixed odds are the
odds accepted at the time of the wager.

MultiBet
a)

A MultiBet, also known as a Multiple Bet, Parlay, or All Up is where a member can select
more than one event or competitors in sporting and racing events. For a combination
sport/racing MultiBet, the MultiBet must have a minimum of one sporting event included.
Each of the odds are multiplied to increase the total dividend. For example, if the first
selection was a Rugby team at $3.30, into an NRL team at $5, a golfer in the Masters to
win at $6.30 and a horse to win the Melbourne Cup at $4.40, the total dividend would be
$457.38 ($3.30 x $5.00 x $6.30 x $4.40). A wager of $20 placed on this four leg MultiBet
would return $9,147.60 including the initial stake.
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b)

Should one runner be scratched or per the individual sporting event rules referring to
cancellation or postponement, MultiBets may be recalculated excluding that event or leg
and the wager on the remaining selection and the initial stake will stand.

c)

Multiple bets are not accepted where the outcome of one part of the bet contributes to
the outcome of another ('Related MultiBet'.) If such bets are inadvertently accepted,
TopBetta reserves the right to declare the whole MultiBet void and funds will be refunded
to the Members Betting Account.

d)

An example of a Related MultiBet is Newcastle at $3.00 to make the Top 4 into Newcastle
to Win the Competition at $26.00, with the final dividend $78.00.

e)

Maximum payout for a Sport or Sport/Racing Combination MultiBet is $10,000.

f)

Should a Member place a subsequent MultiBet that reflects the initial MultiBet and will
result in the Member exceeding the payout maximum (refer to max win table below), the
additional MultiBets will be void and wagers refunded.

1. Leg
multi
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
g)
h)
i)
j)

5.

Max win
$10,000
$10,000
$15,000
$15,000
$20,000
$20,000
$30,000
$30,000
$30,000

In the event of a dead heat in one or more MultiBet, the Dead Heat Rules apply.
In the event one or more selections are voided, the bet will be cancelled and stake
refunded to the Member
Bonus bets are not eligible to be used on MultiBets.
MultiBets cannot be placed on totalisator products.

Racing MultiBets (All-Up Betting)
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

f)

MultiBet wagers are selecting a maximum of ten 10 runners in different races. The odds of
the runners are multiplied for the final dividend of the MultiBet wager.
Racing MultiBets include the stake of the original bet plus the winnings from the first race
leg, bet All-Up on the nominated second leg and so on.
Racing MultiBets are either Win or Place (depending on what bet type is selected) with a
maximum of 10 legs and can only include one runner in the first and subsequent race legs.
Maximum payout for a Racing MultiBet is $10,000.
If any MultiBet contains a combination of sports / racing which includes either a
greyhound or harness leg(s), the maximum payout will revert to the greyhound / harness
MultiBet win limit.
In the event of a runner being withdrawn LATE, all bets will be paid with that leg excluded
from the Racing MultiBet. Other legs will be paid as stewards direct, including deductions
on remaining runners if relevant.
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g)

h)
i)

j)

6.

In the event of a MultiBet selection(s) being scratched or an event abandoned, MultiBet
will revert to a Single Bet or a Multi not including the scratched/abandoned leg. The price
of the Single or the reduced Multi will revert to a price based on the Top Fluctuation of the
remaining selection(s) for racing, or the highest pre-game price offered by TopBetta for
sport.
In the event of a dead heat in one or more MultiBet legs, standard Dead Heat Rules apply
(See clause 11).
In the event of a selection being scratched in the same race as a MultiBet selection,
TopBetta reserves the right to apply deductions in accordance with ‘Bet Selections and
Amendments’.
In the event of a protest being upheld, MultiBet will be based on the final official placings,
i.e., TopBetta’s Protest Payout promotion will not apply to MultiBet.

All-In Betting
All-In means that regardless of whether or not a particular competitor or team or member of a
team starts or completes the event on which a bet is placed, all bets stand and no refunds will be
payable.

7.

GOAT Products
7.1 GOAT Price Bump
a)
‘Price Bump’ options allow you to place a bet at better fixed odds.
b)
Price Bump options may be available to you on certain sporting events and
thoroughbred, harness and greyhound racing. When you select Price Bump, the
increased fixed odds available for you to place your bet will appear. If you wish to
place your bet at the Bumped odds that appear, you must select Price Bump to place
your bet. If you do not wish to place your bet at the Bumped odds that appear, you
must deselect Price Bump.
c)
The number of Price Bumps which may be made available in any day will vary. Any
unused Price Bumps allocated to you will expire on a daily basis. You can only use
your allocated number of Price Bumps in any given 24-hour period, starting and
ending at midnight. No correspondence will be entered into about this.
d)
Price Bump is only available for single fixed-odds win bets on racing and fixed-odds
bets on Sports.
e)
The size of the Price Bumped odds which may be available via the Price Bump options
will vary depending on a range of factors. No correspondence will be entered into
about this.
f)
Price Bump options are only available to genuine recreational gamblers who at all
times act in good faith and without fraud. Price Bump options are not available to
arbitrage or professional punters.
g)
TopBetta reserves the right to disallow or disqualify you from using Price Bump
options where your usage and volume indicate that you have breached, abused or
undermined TopBetta’s General Betting Rules, any additional terms and conditions,
the spirit or intent of the Price Bump options or any of TopBetta’s Terms and
Conditions.
h)
If there is a difference in the name identified with your account and the name
identified with your deposit method (e.g. name on credit card), you may be ineligible
for Price Bump options and Price Bump options may be withdrawn or invalidated.
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i)

So as to avoid the abuse of promotions offered by us from time to time, Price Bump is
not available together with promotions such as bonus bets, bets placed using nonwithdrawable funds or any bets placed which would qualify customers to receive a
bonus bet, bonus or promotion. The Price Bump and Margin Butt cannot be used on
the same bet. They can be used on the same race, but only one at a time.
j)
Bets placed together with Price Bump options are subject to our TopBetta’s Terms and
Conditions. TopBetta’s usual customer restrictions, liability and trading limits also
apply.
k)
A bet placed together with Price Bump option is not accepted until you receive a bet
confirmation. If there is any failure or malfunction, a bet may be paid at the regular
odds.
l)
TopBetta reserve the right to amend, suspend or remove the availability of Price
Bump options at any time, on any market or to any customer.
7.2 GOAT Margin Butt
a)
‘Margin Butt’ options allow you to place a racing bet in which additional margin is
added to the finishing position of your selected runner. This means that if your
selection loses by less than the added margin your bet will be resulted as a winner.
b)
Margin Butt options may be available to you on certain thoroughbred races. When
you select Margin Butt, the margin available for you to place your fixed odds bet at
will appear. If you wish to offer to place your bet with the added margin that appears,
you must select Margin Butt to place your bet. If you do not wish to place your bet at
the Bumped odds that appear, you must deselect Margin Butt.
c)
TopBetta reserves the right to nominate the placing that the Margin Butt is applied to.
d)
The number of Margin Butts which may be made available in any day will vary. You
can only use your allocated number of Price Bumps in any given 24-hour period,
starting and ending at midnight. No correspondence will be entered into about this.
e)
Margin Butt is only available for single fixed-odds win bets on thoroughbred racing.
f)
The distance of added margin available with Margin Butt will vary from race to race
depending on various factors. No correspondence will be entered into about this.
g)
Margin Butt options are only available to genuine recreational gamblers who at all
times act in good faith and without fraud. Margin Butt options are not available to
arbitrage or professional punters.
h)
TopBetta reserves the right to disallow or disqualify you from participating in using
Margin Butt options where your usage and volume indicate that you have breached,
abused or undermined TopBetta’s General Betting Rules, any additional terms and
conditions, the spirit or intent of the Price Bump options or any of TopBetta’s Terms
and Conditions.
i)
If there is a difference in the name identified with your account and the name
identified with your deposit method (e.g. name on credit card), you may be ineligible
for Margin Butt options and Margin Butt options may be withdrawn or invalidated.
j)
So as to avoid the abuse of promotions offered by us from time to time, Margin Butt is
not available together with promotions such as bonus bets, bets placed using nonwithdrawable funds or any bets placed which would qualify customers to receive a
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k)

l)

8.

bonus bet, bonus or promotion. The Margin Butt and Price Bump cannot be used on
the same bet. They can be used on the same race, but only one at a time.
Bets placed together with Margin Butt options are subject to our TopBetta’s Terms
and Conditions. TopBetta’s usual customer restrictions, liability and trading limits also
apply.
A bet placed together with a Margin Butt option is not accepted until you receive a bet
confirmation. If there is any failure or malfunction, a bet may be paid without the
added margin being applied.
TopBetta reserve the right to amend, suspend or remove the availability of Margin
Butt options at any time, on any market or to any customer.

Racing Bet Types (Special Racing Markets)
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

f)

g)

Odds Vs Evens: Select whether the winner of the race will have an ODD or EVEN
saddlecloth or greyhound jacket number. This market is only available when fixed
odds betting is available on an event. Please note, if a horse or greyhound is scratched
that is $6.00 or shorter at the time of the scratching, all bets on the Odds Vs Evens
market will be refunded. Dead Heat rules apply.
Lucky with the Roughies: Select whether the winner of the race will be one of the
Three horses or greyhounds listed in this market. TopBetta gives a blended price for
any one of these listed ‘roughies’ to win the race. Dead Heat Rules apply. Deductions
apply.
Favourite v's Field: Bet on the favourite to win the race or bet on any horse or
greyhound to beat the favourite. If the favourite is scratched, then all wagers are void
and will be refunded. Dead Heat Rules apply. Deductions apply.
Flying Flanks: Select whether the winner of the greyhound race will come from box 1
or box 8. TopBetta gives a blended price for either of these greyhounds to win the
race. Dead Heat Rules apply. Deductions apply. All bets refunded if either greyhound
from box 1 or 8 are scratched.
Inside vs Outside: Select whether the winner of the greyhound race will start from the
inside four boxes (number 1, 2, 3 or 4) or the outside four boxes (number 5, 6, 7 or 8).
Dead Heat Rules apply. Deductions apply.
Squeeze Boxes: Select whether the winner of the greyhound race will be greyhound
number 4 or 5. TopBetta gives a blended price for either of these greyhounds to win
the race. Dead Heat Rules apply. Deductions apply. All bets refunded if either
greyhound from box 4 or 5 are scratched.
Head to Head: Bets are available on selected events and consist of two runners. In
the event of a protest, bets will be paid out on the official race day placing's. In the
event of a dead heat, the Dead Heat Rule applies. Bets are settled on the highest
finishing position. In the event of both runners failing to complete the course - bets
are settled on 'furthest to complete' according to the official result. In the event that
any runner is scratched all wagers will be void. Where a race is governed by Racing
Victoria Limited (RVL), bets will be void if all nominated runners finish unplaced as
deemed by the RVL’s definition of a place being “all runners which receive prize
money, plus one position”. For example, if a selected race pays the official prize
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h)

i)

money from 1st to 10th position, one of the nominated runners must finish in the first
11 places for bets to stand.
3 Way Match-ups: Bets are available on selected events and consists of 3 runners. In
the event of a protest, bets will be paid out on the official race day placing's. In the
event of a dead heat, the Dead Heat Rule applies. Bets are settled on the highest
finishing position. In the event of all runners failing to complete the course - bets are
settled on 'furthest to complete' according to the official result. In the event that any
runner is scratched all wagers will be void. Where a race is governed by Racing Victoria
Limited (RVL), bets will be void if all nominated runners finish unplaced as deemed by
the RVL’s definition of a place being “all runners which receive prize money, plus one
position”. For example, if a selected race pays the official prize money from 1st to
10th position, one of the nominated runners must finish in the first 11 places for bets
to stand.
Other rules:
• Protest Payouts do not apply to any ‘Special racing markets' bets.
•

9.

Abandoned/Postponed and Transferred meetings
a)

b)

10.

If a meeting is abandoned or postponed to another date, single bets are void and
wagers will be refunded. Affected MultiBets will be recalculated excluding that event or
leg.
Any leg of a MultiBet is deemed void (even if accepted) if the bet is submitted after the
official starting time of that leg. In any such instance, the remaining leg(s) of the MultiBet
will stand at the original amount wagered.

Bet Settlement
a)
b)

c)

11.

Bonus Bets are restricted to one Bonus Bet wager on any single bet market.
TopBetta also reserves the right to cancel any winnings and reinstate the original
Bonus Bet if a Member is attempting to manipulate a winning result by using a
Bonus Bet to place a Wager on a head to head bet market and also attempts to
place a with 'cash' wager on the opposite bet market of the same event.

Subject to the Terms and any specific conditions applicable in respect of a particular Event,
we will settle Events in accordance with the Terms.
We reserve the right to reverse or amend settlement if an Event is settled incorrectly. This
may lead to amendments being made to your account to reflect changes in the Event
settlement and, if there are insufficient funds in your account we may demand that you
put funds into your account, to address the outstanding balance.
Winnings will be credited to your account following confirmation of the final result. In the
event that:
i.
an incorrect balance is provided by you, it is your responsibility to notify TopBetta
of the error without delay; and/or
ii.
funds or bets are credited to your account in error by TopBetta, it is your
responsibility to notify TopBetta of the error without delay and you shall return to
TopBetta any funds credited in error.

Dead Heats and Dead Heat Rules
a)

In the event a dead heat occurs, reduced returns shall be awarded on all runners or
selections involved in the dead heat.
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b)
c)

12.

The reduction on returns shall be dependent on the number of runners or selections
involved in the dead heat.
The reduced return shall be calculated for Fixed Odds bets as follows (“Dead Heat Rules”):
For Fixed Odds bets: The reduced return shall be the face value of the bet divided by
the total number of runners or selections involved in the dead heat.

Unclaimed Prize Remittances
If a prize or winnings are not claimed within 2 years after the start time of the event in which
the prize/winnings were won, the entitlement to the prize or winnings will be forfeited in
accordance with the requirements of the relevant regulatory authority and applicable laws.

13.

Dishonoured Payments
a)

b)

14.

If a credit or debit card payment is dishonoured at any stage after TopBetta receives
authorisation from the relevant financial institution, all winnings which have accrued and
remain in your account or which are otherwise due to be credited to your account shall be
suspended until such time as the dishonoured payment is honoured.
If the payment remains dishonoured:
i.
all winnings which have accrued and remain in your account or which are otherwise
due to be credited to your account that relate to the dishonoured payment will
remain in the account and shall be forfeited in accordance with the requirements of
the relevant regulatory authority and applicable laws; and
ii.
you must pay to TopBetta all winnings gained from the dishonoured payment(s).
Should you not comply with this duty we will seek to recover from you or will set off
against any stakes placed by you, any winnings paid to you as a result of bets placed
together with the costs of such recovery. Any sums recovered will belong to
TopBetta.

Rounding
a)
b)
c)

15.

All bets and winnings relating to a bet on an Event will be rounded to the nearest cent.
Where required, a bet will be rounded before it is accepted.
For winnings, the rounding will take place after the payout has been calculated. Any
fractions of a cent will be rounded to the nearest cent, with fractions greater than or equal
to 0.5 being rounded up.

Bonus Bets Turnover Requirements
a)

b)

c)

16.

For any promotion where Bonus bets are received, the corresponding deposit and any
winnings from the bonus bets must be turned over two times, at odds of $1.50 or greater
on racing or $1.80 for sport before any withdrawals can be made on the account.
Only the first stake on any particular event will count toward the applicable minimum
turnover requirements. Subsequent bets on different entrants, runners, teams, sides or
otherwise in the same event, will not count toward any applicable minimum turnover
requirements.
Other conditions apply please review Promotions and Bonus Bets Terms and Conditions.

Deductions Table
7.

Schedule of Deductions

Odds

Deduction
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1.05

0.8

1.06

0.8

1.07

0.8

1.08

0.8

1.09

0.8

1.1

0.8

1.12

0.8

1.14

0.8

1.16

0.8

1.18

0.79

1.2

0.78

1.22

0.77

1.24

0.75

1.26

0.74

1.28

0.73

1.3

0.72

1.35

0.69

1.4

0.67

1.45

0.64

1.5

0.62

1.55

0.6

1.6

0.58

1.65

0.57

1.7

0.55

1.75

0.53

1.8

0.52

1.85

0.51

1.9

0.49
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1.95

0.48

2

0.47

2.05

0.46

2.1

0.45

2.15

0.43

2.2

0.42

2.25

0.42

2.3

0.41

2.35

0.4

2.4

0.39

2.45

0.38

2.5

0.37

2.6

0.36

2.7

0.35

2.8

0.33

2.9

0.32

3

0.31

3.1

0.3

3.2

0.29

3.3

0.28

3.4

0.27

3.5

0.27

3.6

0.26

3.7

0.25

3.8

0.25

3.9

0.24

4

0.23

4.2

0.22

4.4

0.21

4.6

0.2

4.8

0.19

5

0.19

5.5

0.17
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6

0.16

6.5

0.14

7

0.13

7.5

0.12

8

0.12

8.5

0.11

9

0.1

9.5

0.1

10

0.09

11

0.08

12

0.08

13

0.07

14

0.07

15

0.06

16

0.06

17

0.05

18

0.05

19

0.05

20

0.05

21

0.04

26

0.03

31

0.03

41

0.02

51

0.02

Conditions Relating to Sports Betting
17.

General
a) The Website is not affiliated with the National Rugby League (NRL), New South Wales
Rugby League (NSWRL), Queensland Rugby League (QRL), Super League (Europe), Rugby
League International Federation (RLIF), Australian Football League (AFL), Australian Rugby
Union (ARU), South Africa New Zealand Australia Rugby (SANZAR), New Zealand Rugby
Football Union (NZRFU), South African Rugby Football Union (SARFU) , International Rugby
Board (IRB), English Premier League (EPL), Football Association (FA), Fédération
Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), Football Federation Australia (FFA), Australian
Cricket Board (ACB).
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b) ‘Bonus Bets’ cannot be used to place bets on sporting events.
c) Team of the week (TOW) - Available on selected competitions. Pays on the team that wins
by the biggest margin for the week. Other rules apply. Please see Terms and Conditions for
individual sporting codes.

18.

American Football
a) Payouts will be based on the official final score, including any overtime (an extension of
normal time played to determine a winner after a drawn match at the conclusion of normal
time). Games are considered official for betting purposes after 55 minutes of play.
b) In Handicap and Totals betting where the line or total is a flat (whole) number, if the result
lands on that flat number all wagers are void and refunded.
c) For 3 Unanswered Score markets, Touchdown Conversions (1 or 2 points) do not count for
betting purposes.
d) HT/NT Double Betting (Half Time/Normal Time) excludes overtime.
e) For First Half wagers, the first half must be completed for bets to stand.
f) Second Half wagers relate solely to the score in the second half and include any overtime
played (scores start from 0-0 at half time). The second half must have five minutes or less
remaining in the second half at the conclusion of the match for bets to stand.
g) If a game is postponed and rescheduled to occur within 48 hours of the original start time,
all wagers stand. Beyond 48 hours the market will be void.
h) For player match ups of any kind, both players must take the field for bets to stand.
i) All American Football rules apply to NCAA, CFL and NFL.

19.

Australian Rules Football
a) Payouts will be based on the official declared result, although conditions may apply to
specific betting options (e.g. end of normal time, including extra time – an extension of
normal time)
b) Where a match is abandoned or postponed, and resumed or played within seven (7) days
of the original scheduled date, all bets stand.
c) Once the seven (7) days have expired, all single bets are void and wagers will be refunded.
Other affected bets will be recalculated excluding the event or leg.
d) When a game starts but is subsequently abandoned before completion of normal time, all
bets are void, excepting those results which may already have been decided (e.g. first goal
scorer, time of first goal).
e) Where a draw option is offered, the bet is decided on the result at the end of normal time
(i.e. extra time is not included). In other options where the draw option is not offered the
Dead Heat Rules apply.
f) For match winners and goal kicking options, statistics used by the AFL website
(www.afl.com.au) will be the statistics used for payout purposes.
g) For any timed betting, payouts are based on the official Australian Football League clock.
h) Leader after 6 rounds
i.
pays on the team that is top of the ladder after 6 rounds;
ii.
if tied on points then pays on team with biggest F/A Percentage;
iii.
if still tied then Dead Heat rules apply (clause 11).
i) AFL Team of the week
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i.
ii.

iii.

20.

pays on the team that wins by the biggest margin of the round;
if tied then pays on the team that scored the highest score, eg, Team A beat Team
B: 141 - 79 (62 points) would win "Team of the week" over another game where
Team A beat Team B: 136 - 69 (also 62 points);
if still tied then DH rules apply (clause 11).

Baseball
a)

b)

Games are official after 5 innings of play. If the home team is leading, the game is official
after 4.5 innings of play. If a game goes past 5 innings (including any extra innings) and is
subsequently called off, suspended for the day or postponed, the winner is determined by
the score after the last full innings of play (except in the case where the home team score
to tie, or take the lead in the bottom half of the innings in which the game is called off –
the runs do count).
For Run Line betting, the game is official after 9 innings if the visiting team is winning, and
after 8.5 innings if the home team is winning.

c)

For Run Totals betting, the game is official after 9 innings if the visiting team is winning,
and after 8.5 innings if the home team is winning, with the exception being that at any
time the run total is exceeded, the wager is official.

d)

For Run Line and Run Total betting, where the number is a flat (whole) number, if the
result lands on that flat number, all wagers are void and refunded. Affected multiple
wagers (parlays) will be recalculated excluding that leg.

e)

Should either of the nominated pitchers withdraw before throwing a pitch all single
wagers are void and refunded whilst affected multiple wagers will be recalculated
excluding that leg.

f)

If a game is abandoned or postponed to another date, single wagers are void and
refunded, whilst affected multiple wagers will be recalculated excluding that leg.

g)

First Half wagers are based on the first 5 innings, and the full 5 innings must be played.
The Dead-Heat Rule applies.

h)

For First Innings wagers, both teams must complete their first innings for bets to stand.
For First 3 Innings wagers, both teams must complete their first 3 innings for bets to stand.
The Dead-Heat Rule applies.

i)

For First 5 Innings/ FT Result the match must go 8.5 innings or more for bets to stand, bets
void should match not reach over 8.5 innings. Includes extra innings if required.

j)

First Team to Score and Individual Team Totals includes extra innings if required. Highest
Scoring Innings includes extra innings, if required; match must go over the 8.5 innings for
bets to stand.

k)

For Asian Baseball, the Dead Heat Rule applies if the match is still tied after 12 innings.
Further, for Asian Baseball, matches are official after 5 innings. If the home team is
leading, the game is official after 4.5 innings of play. Dead-Heat Rule applies to drawn
matches once 5 complete innings are played. For Run Line and Run Total betting, matches
must run to at least the end of the 9th inning for bets to stand if the visiting team is
winning and 8.5 innings if the home team is winning. All Run Line and Run Total wagers
stand regardless if match is stopped after 9 innings due to weather or time restrictions.
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21.

Basketball
a)

b)

Bets on basketball matches will be settled according to the official result as declared by
the governing body of the event. Any subsequent amendments to the official result will be
ignored for settlement purposes.
If the game is abandoned for any reason before the scheduled period of play is completed,
all bets will be void except for those markets where an unconditional conclusion has been
reached.

c)

If a match is postponed before being played, all bets are void unless it is replayed within
24 hours of the official, original tip off time. (Official time as opposed to the time listed on
the Website).

d)

At least 43 minutes of play must elapse for NBA game bets to stand. If the game is
abandoned for any reason before 43 minutes play is completed, then all bets will be void
except for those markets which have been unconditionally determined. If an official result
is declared, then all bets stand. At least 35 minutes of play must elapse for WNBA game
bets to stand. If the game is abandoned for any reason before 35 minutes play is
completed, then all bets will be void except for those markets which have been
unconditionally determined. If an official result is declared, then all bets stand. At least 35
minutes of play must elapse for NCAA game bets to stand. If the game is abandoned for
any reason before 35 minutes play is completed, then all bets will be void except for those
markets which have been unconditionally determined. If an official result is declared, then
all bets stand. For all resulting purposes, the second team listed on site is considered to be
the home team, regardless of the venue for US Basketball.

e)

All bets are settled on the outright result (including overtime if required). We may also
offer betting on the result at half time which are settled on the result of the match at the
end of first half. Where a bet result in a tie and no price has been quoted for the tie, then
all bets will be refunded. Where a price has been quoted for the tie, then bets on both
teams or Selections will be losing bets, while bets on the tie will be settled as winners.

f)

In the event of a play-off game being suspended for any reason and resumed within 24
hours of the original tip off then bets will stand and shall be settled on the Official
Governing Body result. Should the game not be resumed within 24 hours then bets shall
be void.

g)

Quarter market bet types do not include overtime. The entire quarter must be played for
bets to stand.

h)

First-Half markets require the entire relevant half to be played in full, and does not include
overtime.

i)

Second-Half market bet types are resulted on the score from the second half of the match
including overtime.

j)

Margin and Halftime / Fulltime double markets include overtime.

k)

Highest scoring Quarter/Half wagers include overtime for the second half.
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l)

22.

All player performance markets stand once the selected player has taken to the court,
game time played has no bearing. Final player performance statistics include overtime. If a
player takes no part in the match, all bets are void.

Boxing
a)
b)

When the bell sounds to begin the first round, the bout will be considered official for
betting purposes, regardless of the scheduled length or title.
If the number of scheduled rounds in a fight is changed, the following wagers will have
action: the fight winner, fighter wins only, and draw options. The propositions Fight
Totals and Will or Will not go will have action, if the updated scheduled rounds are more
than the total listed on the prop. Propositions for Exact Round of Ending, Fighter to Win
by Knockout, Technical Knockout, Disqualification, Win by Decision or Technical Decision
and Goes the Distance will be graded as no action, if the scheduled rounds are changed or
posted incorrectly.

c)

A fight is a Technical Draw when a fight ends before an allotted number of rounds. This is
usually because of an accidental head-butt or foul.

d)

For wagering purposes, a wager on a fighter to win “Inside Distance” wins if the selected
fighter wins by KO, TKO, DQ, or technical decision.

e)

For wagering purposes, a wager on a fighter to win by “KO” wins if the selected fighter
wins by KO, TKO, or DQ.

f)

Any fight that is deemed “no contest” will have all wagers refunded.

g)

If the wagering offer on a match includes the draw as a third option and the match ends
in a draw, wagers on the draw will be paid, while wagers on both fighters will be lost. If
the wagering offer includes only the two boxers, with the draw either not offered or
offered as a separate proposition, and the match ends in a draw, wagers on either fighter
will be refunded.

h)

Results will be graded based on the official result at ringside. Results are not official for
wagering purposes until verified by officials at the fighting venue. Official or unofficial
sanctioning body overturns of a fight decision based on appeal, suspension, lawsuit, drug
testing result, or any other fighter sanction will not be recognized for wagering purposes.

23. Cricket (Including Twenty/20)
a)
b)

All wagers will be settled using the official result as declared by the relevant governing
body of the match or competition concerned.
If a match venue is changed then bets already placed will stand providing the home team
is still designated as such. If the home and away team for a listed match are reversed,
then bets placed based on the original listing will be void.

c)

If a match is abandoned due to outside interference, bets on the outcome for the total of
the game are cancelled, if no winner is declared from the official site all bets on the
winner of the match are cancelled.

d)

If a match is affected by external factors (such as bad weather), we will settle your bet
based on the official competition rule (this includes matches affected by a mathematical
calculation such as the Duckworth-Lewis method (D/L). The Duckworth-Lewis method is a
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system used to adjust the scores in the event of a rain delay during one-day matches, in
order to leave the balance of the match unaltered. The system uses the number of overs
each team have still to receive and the number of wickets they have in hand in order to
reach an official result.
e)

Where no price is quoted for the tie and the official competition rules do not determine a
winner then all wagers will be deemed void and the bets refunded. In competitions
where a bowl out or super over determines a winner, then bets will be settled on the
official result.

f)

Test Matches:

g)

h)

i)

i.

in the event the game did not go at least 4 innings all bets on the outcome for the
over/under are voided.

ii.

In the event the game did not go at least 4 innings all bets on the outcome for the
winner of the match are settled based on the official announcement.

iii.

In the event of a tied test match (i.e. where all innings have been completed and
both teams have the same score) all bets on the game will be cancelled.

iv.

If a three-way moneyline with the draw as the third betting option is offered, only
those bettors who wagered on the draw will be paid as winners; those who wagered
on either team or contestant to win will lose their stake.

v.

If a test match is abandoned or disrupted by outside interference (riot, etc.) all bets
on this match are void.

One Day Internationals (ODI)
i.

In the event the game did not go at least the official number of overs, all bets on the
outcome for the over/under are voided.

ii.

In the event the game did not go at least the official number of overs, all bets on the
outcome for the winner of the match are settled based on the official
announcement.

iii.

In matches where a reserve day is used all wagers will stand and carry over to the
reserve day.

Twenty 20
i.

In the event the game did not go at least the official number of overs, all bets on the
outcome for the over/under are voided.

ii.

In the event the game did not go at least the official number of overs, all bets on the
outcome for the winner of the match are settled based on the official
announcement.

Individual Player betting
i.

Wagers placed on any player not in the starting 11 will be deemed void and
refunded.

ii.

Players who are in the starting 11 will be deemed to have played even if they have
not batted or bowled.

iii.

Dead Heat Rules apply in the event of a tie.
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24.

v.

In relations to ‘Most Boundaries’ only those scored off the bat will count.

vi.

Bets will stand provided the first ball has been bowled in each team’s first innings.

Best Batsman and Best Bowler for Game and teams for bets to stand and unless specified
otherwise batsman match bets will be based on the first innings and bowler match bets
will be based on the whole match.

k)

Best Bowler is determined by the most wickets. If tied, then most wickets with least runs.
If still tied, the best economy rate. If still tied, it is deemed a dead heat and the Dead
Heat Rules will apply.

l)

Best Batsmen is determined by most runs. If tied, then runs then best strike rate. If still
tied, then least balls faced. If still tied, then it is deemed a dead heat and the Dead Heat
Rules will apply.

Cycling

b)
c)

Payouts will be based on the podium positions. In the event of a disqualification, the
podium presentation will count as the ‘weigh-in’ and this will determine the settlement
of bets. If there are no podium presentation bets are settled on the official result.
Stakes will be refunded on riders withdrawn prior to the start of an event or stage.
Head-to-heads will be settled upon the cyclist achieving the highest placing in the
specified event/stage. In the event one or both cyclists do not start the event/stage then
bets will be deemed void. If both cyclists start but fail to finish a specific event/stage,
then bets will be deemed void. If both cyclists start a specific event/stage and only one
fails to finish, then the cyclist who completes the specific event/stage will be deemed the
winner.

Darts
a)

b)

c)

26.

Bets on players who are selected for the starting 11 but do not bat, will be deemed
to have scored zero runs and those that do not bowl to have taken zero wickets.

j)

a)

25.

iv.

When betting on the outright tournament winner, all wagers have action; there are no
refunds. Should a player withdraw before a tournament begins, any bets on that player to
win the tournament will be graded as losses.
Match Wagers: The player progressing to the next round will be deemed the winner,
providing one of the players has thrown a dart at the start of the first leg. If the first dart
is not thrown, all bets will be void.
Sets Wagers: The full number of sets required to win the match must be completed. If for
any reason the match is awarded to a contestant before the full number of sets are
completed, all Sets wagers on the match will be void.

Rugby League
a)

b)

Payouts are based on the official declared result, including the end of any additional time
in which the Golden Point Rule is used, although conditions may apply specific betting
options. Specifically, Head to Head, Line, Totals, Try Scorers, and Scoring Play markets
include extra time.
Where a match is incomplete, abandoned or postponed and that match is resumed or
played within seven (7) days of the original scheduled date, all bets stand.
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27.

c)

Once the seven (7) days have expired, all single bets are void and wagers will be
refunded. Other affected bets will be recalculated excluding the event or leg.

d)

When a game starts but is subsequently abandoned before completion of normal time, all
bets are void, excepting those results which may already have been decided (e.g. first try
scorer, time of first try).

e)

If the result of a match after extra time is a draw, then the Dead Heat Rule applies.

f)

For any timed betting, payouts are based on the official National Rugby League clock.

Rugby Union
a)

b)

28.

Payouts will be based on the official declared result, although conditions may apply to
specific betting options (e.g. end of normal time, including extra time – an extension of
normal time).
Where a match is abandoned or postponed and resumed or played within seven (7) days
of the original scheduled date, all bets stand.

c)

Once the seven (7) days have expired, all single bets are void and wagers will be
refunded. Other affected bets will be recalculated excluding the event or leg.

d)

When a game starts, but is subsequently abandoned before completion of normal time,
all bets are void, excepting those results which may already have been decided (e.g. first
try scorer, time of first try).

e)

Where a draw option is offered, the bet is decided on the result at the end of normal time
(i.e. extra time is not included). In other options where the draw option is not offered the
Dead Heat Rules apply.

f)

For any timed betting, payouts are based on the official Rugby Union clock.

Soccer (Football)
a)

b)

Payouts are determined on the result after normal time. Normal time includes any
stoppage time added by the referee. The result is the official result as first declared by
the governing association of the match or event as the full-time result, notwithstanding
the match or event being shortened, later changes of the official result and/or errors,
unless otherwise stipulated by TopBetta.
Where odds are offered for both the ‘normal time’ result and the ‘outright’ result (e.g.
Cup Finals), the Member has the option of betting on either outcome.

c)

Where a match is abandoned or postponed and resumed or played within 48 hours of the
original scheduled date, all bets stand.

d)

Once the 48 hours have expired, all single bets are void and wagers will be refunded.
Other affected bets will be recalculated excluding the event or leg.

e)

When a game starts, but is subsequently abandoned before completion of normal time,
all bets are void, excepting those results which may already have been decided (e.g. first
goal scorer, time of first goal).

f)

For betting on ‘First Goal Scorer’ own goals (goals accidently scored by the opposition for
the other team) do not count unless otherwise specified.
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g)

Where a draw option is offered, the bet is decided on the result at the end of normal time
(i.e. extra time is not included). In other options where the draw option is not offered the
Dead Heat Rules apply.

h)

For any timed betting, payouts are based on the official clock.

i)

English Premier League (EPL) – Team of the week rules
i.
ii.
iii.

29.

Tennis
a)
b)

30.

Winner pays on the team with the highest margin for the nominated round or
week of competition
If tied, then pays on the team that scores the most goals, e.g. if a team wins 5/1 (4
goals) then that beats a team that wins 4/0 (4 goals).
If still tied, then Dead Heat rules apply. The reduction on returns will depend on
the number of teams involved in the dead heat. The reduced return shall be the
face value of the bet divided by the total number of teams involved in the dead
heat.

In the event of a match starting but not being completed then all markets will be void
except in the case of clause 29(b) below.
In the case of retirements/disqualifications, all bets on completed sets stand.

c)

In the event of a change in the number of sets to be played, match bets, first set market
bets will stand, all other markets will be void.

d)

In the event of a change of venue or from outside to indoor court and vice versa, all bets
will stand. If there is a change of surface (from hard/carpet/clay/grass to a different type
of surface) all bets will be void.

e)

In the event of a tennis match not taking place or if a player is given a walkover, bets on
this match are deemed void.

f)

Non-runners: Stakes will be refunded on players or teams withdrawn prior to the start of
an event.

g)

Max Payout on all ATP/WTA Challenger matches prior to the quarter final stage will be
capped at $10,000.

h)

Max Payout on all ITF matches prior to the quarter final stage will be capped at $10,000.

UFC/MMA
a)

b)

Prices are offered for each fighter to win the fight and in the event of a draw all bets will
be void and stakes returned, this includes a fight which ends in a 'majority draw’ unless a
draw selection is specifically offered. Bets will be settled on the official result announced
in the ring. Subsequent appeals/amendments do not affect settlement (unless the
amendment was made due to human error when announcing the result).
In the event of a 'no contest' being declared all bets will be made void.

c)

Should a contest be postponed, all bets will be void after 24 hours. If the fight is within
24hours the bet will stand.

d)

Method of Victory/How fight will End: For the purposes of this market a KO includes the
following:
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•
•
•
•
•

Referee stoppage
Stoppage by doctor
Stoppage by corner
Fighter retires due to injury
Disqualification

e)

Submission: For the purposes of this market a submission includes the following:

f)
g)

•
Referee stoppage due to tap out;
•
Referee stoppage due to technical submission; and
•
Fighter verbal submission (includes verbal submission due to strikes)
In the event of a draw or no contest the market will be void.
Round Betting/What Round Will Fight End:
•
•
•

h)

If a fighter withdraws in the period between rounds the fight is deemed to have
ended in the previous round for the purpose of “Round Betting” settlement
Should the scheduled number of rounds be changed before the fight all “Round
Betting” bets will be made void
Bets are deemed losers in both markets if the fight ends in a decision

Total Rounds: For the purposes of settlement where a half round is stated then 2 minutes
30 seconds of the respective round will define the 'half' to determine under or over.

31. Motor Racing
a)

b)

The start of any motor race is the signal to start the warm-up lap. We will settle
individual Grand Prix/Motor Racing betting on the result of the podium presentation,
regardless of any subsequent disqualifications. If a race is abandoned and no official
result is declared, all bets on that race will be void.
Tournament (Drivers' and Constructors') Championship betting: This will be settled based
on the points tally immediately after the podium presentation of the final Grand Prix or
V8 race of the season. This will not be affected by any subsequent inquiries which then
take place.

c)

Match (Head to Head) betting: If one of the drivers does not finish the race, the other
driver is considered the winner. If neither driver finishes the race, then the driver who
completed the most laps is the winner. If both drivers complete the same number of laps
but do not finish the race, all bets are void.

d)

Group betting: If one or more of the drivers do not finish the race in a Group bet, the
winner will be the driver who has completed the most laps or finished the first out of the
Group.

e)

Qualifying Betting: Markets on the qualifying performance will be settled according to the
positions and times set during the final qualifying session. For the purposes of the
Qualifying markets, any subsequent adjustments of grid positions shall be ignored.

f)

For V8 Supercars: The market will be settled on the fastest times according to
www.v8supercars.com.au. If qualification leads to a (top ten) shootout, then the winner
of the shootout will be deemed the winner of the qualification market with any
subsequent disqualifications/penalties disregarded.
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g)

Safety Car to be Deployed During Race: Predict whether or not the safety car will be
deployed during the specified race. Safety Car must be physically deployed; the Virtual
Safety Car warning being ‘shown’ does not count. Should the race start under the Safety
Car, or finish under Safety Car conditions (whether or not the safety car has had time to
get in front of the leading car), this market will be settled as ‘Yes’.

Conditions Relating to Tournaments
32.

Currency
There are three separate currencies operating in relation to tournaments:
a)
Cash and Account Balance
“Account Balance” refers to your actual cash funds, which are eligible for
withdrawal provided the relevant aspects of the Terms have been satisfied. The
Account Balance is funded by deposits (PayPal, credit card, bank account, or
BPAY) and also from cash prize winnings.
b)
Bonus Bets
i. ‘Bonus Bets’ are funds used to place real bets only. Bonus Bets may also be
granted by TopBetta as part of a promotion or as a reward for referring a friend;
as a prize given for a tournament. Bonus Bets are non-redeemable for cash.
ii. ‘Bonus Bets’ cannot be used to place bets on sports.
c)

33.

BettaBucks
“BettaBucks” are the “fantasy dollars” given when participating in a Tournament.
Upon entering a Tournament, each Entrant will be given an allotment of
BettaBucks to bet with. BettaBucks are only valid for the Tournament in relation
to which they are given and may not be transferred or withdrawn at any time.
BettaBucks are non-redeemable for cash or Tournament Dollars.

Tournaments
A “Tournament” is a group of predefined Events:
a)
A Single Round Tournament is made up of a group of Events occurring in close proximity
of time and with a common theme i.e. races over the course of a single race meeting, a
round of the National Rugby League
b)
A Jackpot Tournament is a Tournament made up of a number of predefined Single
Round Tournaments (or stages) that are in a sequential order. Entry to each stage is
achieved by either:
i. completing the previous stage and winning an entry to the next stage; or
ii. paying the required entry fee, in cash from Account Balance.
c)

To enter a Tournament, an Entrant must:
iii. be a Member and comply with the Terms, including particularly any identity
verification requirements; and
iv. if the Tournament has any associated fees, pay the required fees for entry into the
Tournament (“Tournament Entry Fee”).

Tournaments can offer Tote derivative and/or fixed odds betting options. The
payout of tournament bets are structured in accordance with TopBetta’s wagering
rules.
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d)

e)

34.

The Tournament Entry Fee is quoted in one component, (i.e. $55). A variable portion of
the fee is Administration Fee and the bulk of the component is the “Prize Component”
(referred to as the ‘buy in’). The variable structure is $1.25 (.25 admin fee) $2.50 (.50
admin fee) $6 ($1 admin fee) $12 ($2 admin fee) $23 ($3 admin fee) $55 ($5 admin fee)
$110 ($10 admin fee) $220 ($20 admin fee) $550 ($50 admin Fee) $1100 ($100 admin
fee) $5500 ($500 admin fee) $11000 ($1000 admin fee).

Tournament Rules
a)

b)

TopBetta reserves the right not to accept an application for registration if the
registration contains anything slanderous or defamatory or is otherwise unacceptable in
any way, as determined by TopBetta in its absolute discretion. An Entrant’s participation
in any Tournament can be withdrawn due to unacceptable conduct at any time during
and after the Tournament.
TopBetta reserves the right, at any time, to verify the validity of registrations and
Website activity and the eligibility of applicants and Entrants (including their identity,
age and place of residence) and to disqualify any applicant or Entrant who submits a
registration, bet or any other information on the Website that is not in accordance with
the Terms. or who tampers with the registration or any processes of the Website.

c)

Where a Tournament is a Free Tournament, no Tournament Entry Fee is payable. Once
a client has entered three (3) Free tournaments in a monthly period they will not be able
to access free tournament unless it is a specialised marketing Tournament which will not
count towards that total.

d)

On registration for a Tournament and payment of the Tournament Entry Fee (if any), the
Entrant will be allocated for participation in the relevant Tournament a quantity of
BettaBucks (these are fantasy dollars, they have no monetary value and are nonredeemable for cash or Tournament Dollars).

e)

Bets shall be made in BettaBucks up to a maximum equivalent to the balance held by
that Entrant in respect of the Tournament at the time of making that bet.

f)

You are permitted to enter each Tournament once only.

g)

BettaBucks are for Tournament-use only and are used to determine the Entrants’
finishing positions in the Tournament.

h)

During a Tournament, an Entrant shall be entitled to make a number of bets using their
BettaBucks, betting on the Events which are the subject of the relevant Tournament.

i)

Accordingly:
i.
in respect of a race, should the Entrant’s horse (or dog) place in the race;
ii.
in respect of sporting events, should the Entrant’s bet win;
Entrants will receive the allocated winnings in the form of BettaBucks.
To be eligible to win a Tournament prize, an Entrant must make bets in the respective
Tournament of an amount equivalent to or greater than their initial allocation of
BettaBucks. i.e. if the Member receives $1,000 of BettaBucks initially, then bets equal to
or greater than $1,000 of BettaBucks must be placed in the course of the Tournament.

j)
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k)

l)
m)

This bet could be a single bet of $1,000 on a single race or a number of smaller bets
across a number of races.
An Entrant can unregister from any Tournament, provided a bet has not been placed
and the first race/event has yet to start. The Entrant will receive their entry fee in cash
to the value of their Tournament Entry Fee upon approval from a TopBetta
representative.
Once a Tournament is open, it shall remain open until the start time of the last Event in
that Tournament.
A bet in a Tournament will be accepted up to the advertised start time of the specific
Event in the Tournament or such earlier time as dictated by TopBetta and specified on
the Website. If a bet is inadvertently accepted in respect to an Event after its start time,
the bet shall be deemed to have been made invalidly and the BettaBucks refunded to
the Member.

n)

If a Tournament has to end before all Events have taken place (i.e. a race meeting gets
washed out or abandoned for any reasons), the Tournament will be cancelled and all
Tournament Entry Fees will be credited to the Entrants. Unless the Tournament has had
more than half the events take place (i.e. 5 races run in an 8 race meeting that is then
abandoned) then that Tournament will be deemed open and the current leaderboard, at
that time, shall be the final placings.

o)

Unless otherwise determined by TopBetta and notified on the Website, if a particular
Event in a Tournament is postponed for more than six (6) hours from its scheduled start
time, or is cancelled, it will no longer be a part of the Tournament and all bets on that
Event will be refunded (in the form of BettaBucks).

p)

If an Entrant has bet on a runner (horse or dog) and that runner is subsequently
scratched, the Entrant’s BettaBucks bet for that event will be refunded.

q)

All bets on a competitor in respect of a sporting event are classed as an "All-In" Bet.
Accordingly, the Entrant acknowledges and agrees that if the Entrant has bet on a player
(in a sporting event) and that player does not participate in the event (e.g. he is injured
or not selected), all bets will stand and the Entrant’s BettaBucks bet for that event will
not be refunded.

r)

Tournaments can be cancelled by TopBetta at any time and all Tournament Entry Fees
will be credited to the relevant Entrants.

s)

Minimum Prizes are displayed on the Tournament Info page after the start of each
Tournament and will be distributed in accordance with the Entrant’s finishing order and
the Paid Tournaments Payouts spreadsheet.

t)

In the event that there is a dispute concerning the conduct of a Tournament, the
decision of TopBetta is final and binding (subject to clause 34(a) and no correspondence
will be entered into.

u)

The winner of a Tournament (“Tournament Winner “) will be the Entrant that has the
most BettaBucks in his or her tournament account at the end of the Tournament.

v)

In the event of a tie, the prize will be divided equally between the tying Entrants.
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w)

In the event that no Tournament Winner can be determined for a Tournament, due to
all entrants finishing with a nil BettaBucks balance, the prize pool will not be distributed.

x)

In the event that a Tournament is cancelled due to a TopBetta resulting error, all
Entrants will be refunded their Tournament Entry fee.

y)

The odds of winning a Tournament depend, in part, on the number of Entrants and
eligible entries received.

z) The Tournament Winners designated “Major Tournament Prize Winners” will be notified by
email following the determination of the winner.

35.

aa)

The Tournament Winners may waive their right to receive any prize.

bb)

The prize for a Tournament is non-assignable and non-transferable. The Tournament
Winner is solely responsible for payment of any taxes on the prize(s).

cc)

As a condition of participation in any Tournament, each Entrant agrees that, in order to
be entitled to receive any prize, s/he must sign any legal documentation as and in the
form required by TopBetta and/or its prize suppliers in their absolute discretion,
including but not limited to a legal release and indemnity form.

dd)

Should it be necessary to reallocate a prize, the prize will be allocated to the Entrant
with the next highest amount of Betta Bucks. In the event of a tie, the prize will be
divided equally between the tying Entrants.

ee)

Failure to comply with any term or condition of the Terms, may, at the sole discretion of
the TopBetta, result in the disqualification of any Entrant, the forfeiture of his or her
interest in any prize (including any prize designated as the “Major Tournament Prize”),
and the award of the prize to an alternate Entrant in accordance with the Terms.

Tournament Prize Pools
a)
b)

36.

The prize pool for a Tournament is the sum of the Prize Component of the Tournament
Entry Fees for that Tournament (“Prize Pool”).
Where a Tournament is advertising a “guaranteed” minimum prize pool and the sum of
the Prize Component of the Tournament Entry Fees is less than the “guaranteed”
minimum prize pool, then the “guaranteed” minimum prize pool will be the total
amount of prizes payable on completion of the Tournament.

c)

Where a tournament is advertising a “guaranteed” minimum prize pool and the sum of
the Prize Component of the Entry Fee is greater than the “guaranteed” minimum prize
pool, then the sum of the Prize Component of the Entry Fees will be the total payout
amount on completion of the tournament.

d)

Where a Tournament is a single Tournament or the last Tournament in a Jackpot
Tournament, the winners will receive their winnings as cash and this will be credited to
each winner’s Account Balance.

e)

Each Tournament will state a “guaranteed” minimum prize pool.

Tournament Prize Winners
a)

Where the Tournament is not a single Tournament or the last Tournament in a Jackpot
Tournament and the prize is entry to the next stage of a Jackpot Tournament, all
winners will receive their winnings as Tournament Dollars. Where an Entrant has won
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b)

37.

entry to the next stage of the Jackpot Tournament, the entry fee will be deducted from
the winnings to enable entry into the next stage. Any other winners will receive his or
her winnings as Tournament Dollars and this will be credited to their Tournament
Dollars account.
You are allowed to enter only once per Tournament. Where a Tournament Prize Winner
has an existing entry into the next stage Tournament, their winnings will remain in their
account as Tournament Dollars

c)

Each Tournament will state the minimum number of eligible prize winners. The number
of Tournament Winners eligible for a prize is dependent on the number of entrants in
the respective tournament.

d)

Where a Tournament Winner receives a cash prize, the amount the Tournament Winner
receives as his or her cash prize is dependent on the Prize Pool for that Tournament and
is a percentage of the Prize Pool dependent on the ranking of the Tournament Winner.

e)

Where entries into a subsequent Tournament are the prizes for a Tournament, the
number of entries to be awarded is dependent on the size of the Prize Pool (being the
total sum of the Prize Component of the Tournament Entry Fees for the relevant
Tournament). The Prize Pool will be distributed to the fullest extent possible so that the
number of entries in the subsequent Tournament being awarded is the maximum whole
number available when calculating the Tournament Entry Fee for the subsequent
Tournament. In the event that there is a surplus remaining in the Prize Pool once all
entries are awarded, the next eligible winner receives this surplus in the form of
Tournament Dollars.

Tournament Re-Buys
a)

b)

You are permitted to enter each Tournament once only. If the tournament has a Re-buy
element, once you have spent all your BettaBucks and completed the tournament you
will have an option to Re-buy into the tournament with the nominated amount specified
in the tournament details. There can be one Re-buy to an unlimited amount.
TopBetta utilises the services of a third-party to collate all racing and sporting results
and TopBetta is not responsible for any errors that may occur from the external
company’s feeds. If this occurs in a tournament that has completed and directly affects
the placings on the leader board the tournament will be cancelled and entry fee will be
re-credited to every entrant although the stake will not as you have that commitment to
the tournament
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